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INTRODUCTION 
Technology Education Program 
Technology is a major concern of society in general and education in particular. The technology 
education framework Technology Education: Living in a Technological Society, characterizes the 
educated citizen as one who has "an understanding of technological products, of technological 
processes and activities, and of the scientific principles of a technology ... ". It states that this " ... is 
essential for the educated citizen to detennine the outcoires of technological activity.". It also states, 
"An understanding of technological outcomes is essential for making appropriate technological 
choices. These choices as to appropriateness are based on technical understanding, societal 
understanding, and an internal value system. The educated citizen needs a value system which 
encourages and enables technological choice based on benefits and cost of a technological solution 
to the individual, to society, and to the environrrent in both the short and long term. Education needs 
to address the needs of the citizen as learner, as producer, as consumer, as informed decision maker, 
as asset to society, and as a creative problem solver." 
In presenting a discussion paper on the topic, the Industrial Education Special Interest Council 
of the NT A gave a number of premises as a rationale for a technology education program. A number 
of these are reprinted below: 
Premise 1: Technology is the primary representation of human ingenuity 
Technology is human creation, process and product. The cognitive creative process and its 
product is the essence of technology. Thus, technology is similar to science, except that the subject 
of study in science is the natural reality, the subject of technology is the man made reality . 
The process of technology is the process of human invention, a creative problem-solving process 
aimed at improving the technical means to meet human purpose. An old adage states that necessity 
is the mother of invention. Technology at this level is heuristic, employing the highest levels of 
• • • • cogmttve activity. 
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The product of invention is know-how, techniques of material and information processing, use 
of tools (skills), and technological systems; the material culture. Technology at this level is applied 
and acquired knowledge, mimicry. 
Technology exists at many levels in human societies. 
1. indigenous (traditional technology) 
2. emerging (technology transfer) 
3. developing (appropriate technology) 
4. industrialized (technical systems) 
5. cybernetics (integrated technological systems - information and physical technologies) 
Elements of all five levels can be identified in Newfoundland Society. A comprehensive 
technology program acquires content from all levels. 
Premise 2: Technology is the primary agent of social change and definition. 
Technology pervades and defines modem society. The human experience has become imbued 
with its incessant reality. The rate of human progress in rreeting many human purposes is determined 
by the level of the technological capacity to control and create the physical and social reality. Human 
capacity, in this sense, has rapidly expanded in recent decades. More than ever before, humans are 
creating their envirorurent, through technology. As human societies expand their capacity to create 
the environment, the need to understand and control that capacity grows proportionally. 
Technology created and diminished the agrarian society. It created the industrial revolution. 
Recent developID!nts in cybernetics and automation is supplanting the industrial society. It is creating 
a post-industrial society in which the primary economic role of human-product-production labour of 
the industrial society is being replaced by technological and theoretical knowledge. The information 
society is being created by technology. Technology is primarily responsible for the non-ideological 
ascent of humankind 
Premise 3: Modern technology is best represented by integrated technological systems. 
Human creativity in developing techniques to meet human purpose has evolved technology from 
simple tools to large scale integrated technological systems. Among the most basic human needs are 
to produce and transport food and artifacts, to communicate ideas and information. As technology 
evolves, the technological systems of communication, production and transportation have grown 
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increasingly powerful, complex and integrated. In recent decades, great and rapid advances in the 
technology of logic, in the electronic brain, the microprocessor has revolutionized all major 
technological systems. The technology of logic has been married to the older physical technologies 
and produced integrated technological systems, the catalyst of the current technological revolution. 
Premise 4: Students need to apply knowledge. 
To create is to apply knowledge to new situations. To design is to observe, analyze, synthesize, 
formulate and invent a better solution to a problem. How can the human faculties be more fully 
employed in critical thinking? How else can humans learn to become more adaptive? How else can 
understanding be 11X>re complete? To apply knowledge and skills is to internalize them. Bacon said 
that invention is the highest order intellectual art. To research, design, invent, apply knowledge in 
a concrete manner is the ultimate goal and reality of Technology Education . 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 
Communications Technology 3104 is one of number of courses that provide exploratory learning 
experiences for students related to mxlern technology. Communication systems both local and over 
distance using various Iredia and irethods is of vital importance to all of us in today's information age. 
Students must have every opportunity to gain knowledge and skills for the world of today and 
tomorrow. 
Conn11unications technology in particular is subject to major change. Computer technology is at 
the core of a convergence of all communications technologies from newspapers to broadcast 
television, from magazines to specialized cable channels, from the desktop computer to the Internet, 
and from the telephone system to the fax machine. There are emerging technologies that combine 
all these, and more, into a single communications system. 
A true understanding and ability to adapt to the current and future world, and technology in 
particular cannot be obtained merely in 'academic' or theoretical study. Opportunities, such as this 
course, must be provided, for practical, realistic, and relevant learning so that the potential of all 
individuals is fully developed and used to improve economic growth and quality of life. 
The major course objectives of Communications Technology 3104 are that the student will: 
• develop an understanding of the technological and scientific principles applied in current and 
emerging communications methods, devices and systems. 
• have the opportunity for practical application through hands-on activities with current and 
emerging communications methods, devices and systems. 
• understand career opportunities and work requirements related to communications 
technologies to enable them to bridge the gap between the school and workplace. 
• develop safe, efficient and well-planned work procedures in the practical use of equipment 
and materials. 
• make informed decisions when selecting electronics communications equipment 
• comprehend and value the impact of modern technological systems on our individual and 
collective lives. 
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• design and use modem electronic graphic production techniques including print, two 
dimensional and three dimensional illustration. 
• know and apply video production methods. (designing, recording, editing, importing, 
exporting, storing). 
• understand, and use analog and digital electronics for sound, visual, multimedia, and motion 
productions. 
• know and apply principles of machine to machine communications . 
• collect, analyses, apply, present, and transmit marine resource development and transportation 
information. 
• research and develop/simulate solutions to complex industrial (marine, land, air, space) 
transportation communications problems . 
5 
COURSE CONTENT 
Communications Technology 3104 is a one-credit course. The course includes six units as 
follows: 
Unit 1 Introduction 
A. Review of Communication Technologies 
• historical development 
B. Orientation to Communication Technology Studies 
• overview of Communication Technology 2104 and 3104 
• basic and advanced course topics 
• expectations for student achievement 
• designing solutions to communication problems. 
• application of the communication systems model 
Unit 2 Graphic Production Technologies 
A. Basic Concepts 
• history and development of graphic design and production 
• researching and analyzing information for graphic communication 
• effective message design and delivery 
• three dimensional graphic techniques 
• computer based graphic production methods 
• using networks in graphic design and production (student info sharing) 
B. Applications 
• using text effectively 
• using pictorial elements 
• three dimensional composition using color and black and white 
• advertising flyers (single and multi-page) 
• small booklet design and production 
• developing effective packages 
• school newspaper production 
• cover designing 
• output methods (printers, plotters, projection panels, monitors) 
• storing images (magnetic, optical) 
6 
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• transmitting mess~ges (local, distant) 
• creating graphic elements for various media (print, computer screen, video) 
Unit 3 Video Production Technologies 
A. Basic Concepts 
• types of video productions 
• past and present video technology 
• conceptual analysis of video technologies 
• 
• electronics of video communication 
• optical systems (lens, CCD, video camera) 
• holography 
• planning for production (designing, storyboarding, scripting making, presenting video 
productions) 
• production team (producer, director, etc.) 
• recording, editing, storing, transmitting 
• television, cameras, camcorders, motion pictures 
B. Applications 
• yearly school video album 
• documentary 
• tutorials 
• music videos 
• instructional videos 
• video student portfolios 
• video resume 
Unit 4 Multimedia Technologies 
· A. Basic Concepts 
• history and development of multimedia 
• current and developing technologies 
• general multimedia concepts/principles 
• advantages/benefits/drawbacks 
• application to schooVrecreation/work 
B. Applications 
• using commonly available hardware and software tools 
• creating multimedia presentations 
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• interactive programs 
• applications as for video unit 
Unit 5 Communication for Automated Production 
A. Basic Concepts 
• history and development of automated systems 
• growth (timeline) of communication technologies as related to automated systems 
• systems models for communication in automated processes 
• major system classifications 
• impact/effect of communication technologies on automated systems 
• communication as an integral component of automated systems 
techniques (coding/decoding, interfacing circuits, transmission, feedback) 
• communication software and hardware for automated systems 
B. Applications 
• communication process mcx:lel for automated production 
designing, building, operating, testing, and improving communication systems 
using hardware and software 
• student cooperative design and modelling of systems . 
• using network (LAN/MAN/WAN) in design and testing 
• applying communication electronics to automated systems 
• using plotters for cutting and outlining acid resist patterns 
• using simulation software for automated production 
Unit 6 Communications for Transportation 
Schools may use resources for marine, ground, air, space or any combination of transportation 
communications to achieve these intended learner outcomes. 
A. Basic Concepts 
• historical development (timeline) 
• current level of the technology 
• conceptual analysis (past, present, future, local, worldwide) 
• navigation (electronic systems, compasses, navigation aids) 
• position fmding, ranging, GPS 
• moving target tracking 
• onboard control systems (mechanical, material handling, platform stabilization systems) 
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• onboard communication systems (bridge to engine room, public address, radio, closed circuit 
and off-air television) 
• transportation resource location, quantification, reporting 
B. Applications 
• designing and using communication systems for: 
engine control 
controlling vessel movement (steering) 
goods transportation and delivery 
vessel departure/arrival scheduling and mapping 
internal ship communication 
electronic (Loran C, radar, sonar, computers) 
navigating methods 
• know and apply hardware and software 
• transportation communication technologies on land and at sea 
• fundamental electronics for transportation communications 
• applications related to resources (hydrocarbon exploration, aquaculture, wildlife diversion 
technologies, over-the-horizon radar, surface mapping of current and ice flow, ocean floor 
• mapping 
• STEM-Net based simulation for transportation to/from a variety of places 
The amount of instructional time suggested for each unit in the course is as follows: 
Unit 1 Orientation and Introduction 
Unit 2 Graphic Production 
Unit 3 Video Production 
Unit 4 Multimedia Technologies 
Unit 5 Communication for Automated Production 
Unit 6 Communications for Transportation 
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3 hours 
13 hours 
13 hours 
13 hours 
13 hours 
5 hours 
5% 
22% 
22% 
22% 
22% 
7% 
PHILOSOPHY OF INSTRUCTION 
Communications Technology 3104, like all courses in the Technology Program, has a 
fundam!ntal purpose to engage students in the creative application of technological knowledge, skills 
and tools. Its goal is to enhance students' technological literacy through problem solving and other 
creatively innovative teaching strategies. These purposes must be reflected in all teaching/learning 
methods applied. 
This instructional focus is best achieved in a facilitative problem solving approach which 
emphasizes: (i) clear task definition, (ii) research and analysis of relevant information, (iii) real-world 
creative application of knowledge and solutions. At all times, students should be acquiring 
conceptual understandings which lead them to solutions of technological problems, or knowledge and 
skills which assist them to complete a technical task. The process of acquiring the knowledge and 
arriving at solutions in a transactional learning environment is deemed equally important as the 
knowledge and skills acquired. This learning strategy is considered optimum to enhance students' 
adaptability to a complex and rapidly changing technological society. 
Notwithstanding the instructional philosophy expressed alx>ve, the nature of the Communications 
Technology 31()4. course, with a considerable emphasis on the study of technological systems, will 
necessitate so~ reliance on a transmission mode of teaching/learning. Ideally, knowledge acquired 
through transmission should be creatively applied in problem solving situations. This is the real 
challenge for the crafter of the learning situation in this and any technology education course. 
Thus, the teaching/learning styles for this course should employ mainly hands-on, activity based 
approaches where the processes of acquiring and applying knowledge and skills are interconnected 
and integrated. This approach will require a technologically rich learning facility where students can 
engage directly with the technology and have ready access to the requisite technical information. 
In the technology laboratory, the teaching/learning strategies will eventually be determined by 
many factors such as the modules and problems selected, the learning styles of the students, teaching 
styles of the teacher, facilities, expertise and other resources available. Whatever the final recipe for 
learning, the developers of this course believe that one student-generated creative problem-solving 
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effort has infinitely IJX>re educational value than equal ti.Ire spent passively absorbing knowledge. The 
following points are presented to further guide this instructional process: 
• The learning activities should emphasize the use of technology to solve specific problems or 
better understand the operation of specific technological systems. 
• Learning is viewed as an active process; lecturing and demonstration should be kept to a 
minimum, although ti.Ires should be provided for students to reflect on their learnings and to 
be quietly creative. The chief role of the teacher is to organ~e the learning environment, 
motivate and direct students' learning activities . 
• The learnings must include a balance between conceptual and skill development 
• Learning activities must be designated to develop basic skills in the area of safety procedures 
and the proper handling and care of equipment 
• Development of personal initiatives, resourcefulness and independence in learning should be 
built in to the instructional strategies. 
• Notwithstanding the previous item, students should at times engage in team efforts and 
collaborative learning procedures to simulate real world problem-solving environments. 
• The chief role of the teacher is to assist the learner to use innate instincts and abilities to move 
from the unknown to the known, from not-able-to-do to able-to-do. This is how to develop 
capable learners who are and will remain technologically literate and who are able to cope 
with the changing world. 
Students are expected to engage in projects and activities that are based on teamwork. The 
course can best be implemented in a multi-activity format. This will allow students to pursue more 
individualized activities while ensuring that the course objectives are met. It will also allow the 
maximum use of resources for the course. It is not necessary, therefore, for all students to be 
pursuing activities in the same technologies at the same time . 
11 
EVALUATION OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 
Evaluation of student development, progress and achievement is one of the most important 
functions performed by schools and teachers. It is fundamental to the teaching-learning process. 
Careful attention must be given and every effort must be made to ensure fair, appropriate and 
adequate student evaluation. Proper student evaluation must be based upon thorough understanding 
of the nature and the purpose of the program and the particular course and on reasonable 
expectations for student knowledge and perfonnance resulting from the required learning experiences. 
The process of student evaluation must be wisely applied reflecting a genuine concern for the interests 
of the individual. · 
The Department of Education's evaluation document entitled The Evalua,tion of Students in the 
Classroom: A Handbook and Policy Guide outlines in detail the purpose and proper use of student 
evaluation and provides coverage of evaluation methods and procedures. It is recommended that 
teachers make use of this document in designing their own evaluation techniques. The handbook 
· provides a lengthy explanation of both formative and summative evaluation. It is expected that 
teachers will follow these guidelines closely. Provincial and local school board policies must also be 
incorporated in the evaluation process. 
Student knowledge of concepts and process, abilities to develop and use technology, ability to 
transfer knowledge and skills to new situations, and understanding the consequences of technology 
activity is fundamental. Students are expected to develop evidence of progress and achievement in 
the four main areas of factual knowledge, conceptual understanding of systems, problem-solving 
ability, and practical abilities. In order to measure student achievement in these areas, evaluation 
must accurately measure student performance in many types of technology activities. Various 
measurement and assessment techniques are developed and used to provide continuous evaluation 
throughout the course with the goal of overall total growth. Emphasis or weighting is given to 
problem-solving and practical activities with only limited use of testing of factual information. 
Problem solutions and practical experiences will usually be reliable indicators of growth in student 
knowledge and conceptual understanding. The following are assumed: 
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• Evaluation must be based on the performance objectives of the unit, 
• Evaluation must reflect the activity based nature of technology education in the cognitive 
(knowledge), affective (attitudes and values), and psychomotor (skills) domains, 
• Evaluation must assess students' understanding of the technological and strategic changes 
taking place in industry and the workplace, 
• Evaluation must be continuous (formative and summative). 
This course is designed to provide measurable outcomes for student performance. Each unit 
consists of a list of objectives. Each objective has learner outcomes stated at three orders, or levels, 
of difficulty. On average, in order for students to be considered to have accomplished the course 
objectives, they should be expected to achieve passing grades for: 
• at least 20% of the instructional (unit) objectives at the higher order outcomes level, and 
• at least 60% of the instructional (unit) objectives at the medium order outcome level. 
When a medium or high order outcome is achieved for an objective, it is not necessary for the 
student to complete those of lower order for that objective. 
Criteria for evaluation of student achievement on problem-solving in technology education 
(including communications technology problems) include: 
• initiative (the ability and willingness of the student to initiate his/her own work and to work 
independently of supervision/help) 
• allegiance to task (time on task, relative level of supervision required to accomplish the task 
at hand, willingness and desire to get the job done) 
• teamwork skills (the ability to work cooperatively with other members of the team, the skill 
and desire to help others in the team to achieve at a higher level, the ability and desire to 
achieve higher standards for a common goal) 
• product (solution of the problem) 
+ level of research (demonstrates evidence of appropriate research, evaluation of the 
research, and identification of information relative to the problem) 
+ identification of a range of possible solutions (demonstrates understanding of the problem 
parameters, shows imagination and open-ended thinking, demonstrates an ability to think 
outside the problem constraints) 
+ match of solution to problem (derronstrates evidence that the solution chosen from those 
possible actually solves the problem, and identifies how it solves the problem) 
13 
+ technical quality (of the physical product based on a set of criteria relative to such 
products) 
+ knowledge of the process (demonstrates a knowledge of the communications problem 
solving process by docllID!nting the various phases of the process as part of a final report 
on the process) 
+ level of technical skill (deironstrates a personal proficiency with the various processes and 
technologies involved in the solution to the particular problem) 
Evidence of student achievement can be obtained by measuring student performance on a range 
of tasks including: 
• mcxlel construction, • wntten test, • 
• . prototypes, • productions, 
~storyboarding, • • • presentauons, 
• research, • peer evaluation, 
• working drawings, • portfolios, 
• • student self evaluation. • interviews, • 
The intended learner outcomes will often suggest very specific activities for each objective. These 
should provide a guide for setting evaluation criteria. Evaluation weighting for the total 
communications course should reflect the following relative values: 
Knowledge 
Problem-Solving 
Research 
Production 
Careers 
20%, 
25%, 
20%, 
25%, 
10% 
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LEARNING RESOURCES 
The following learning resources are authorized and recommended for use in this course. They 
represent categories of reference materials and technologies appropriate to the delivery of these 
course objectives. They are not mutually exclusive. Many products exist which can satisfy the same 
objectives. These products are evolving rapidly with new features and tools added daily. If schools 
wish to purchase and use additional technologies, they may do so. However, at the time of 
develop~nt and implerrentation of the course, these represent an appropriate and affordable cross-
section and are the materials which will be supplied for course implementation. 
Authorized Resources 
Student Text 
Johnson, C., Communication Systems Text, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc. 1992 
Teacher Reference (one copy per school) 
Johnson, C., Communication Systems Teacher Workbook, Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc. 1992 
McComb, G., Robot Builders Bonanza, Tab Books, 1987 
White, R., How Multimedia Works, Ziff-Davis Press, 1993 
Eddings, J., How the Internet Works, Ziff-Davis Press, 1993 
Maran, R., and Feistmantl, E., Computers Simplified Expanded, Academic Edition 1994, 
maranGraphics. Allyn & Bacon Canada . 
Hone, R., and Flynn, L., Video in Focus, Globe/Modern Curriculum Press . 
Sanders, M. Communication Technology: Today and Tomorrow Text, Glencoe/McGraw-Hill 
Education Division, 1991 (reference set of 1) 
McCain, T., Designing for Communication, International Society for Technology in Education 
Publications, 1992 (Reference set of 1) 
White, R. How Computers Work, Ziff-Davis Press (Copp Clark Pitman), 1993 
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Garratt, J., Design and Technology, Cambridge University Press, 1991 (Reference set of 4) 
Derfler, F., and Freed, L., How Networks Work, Ziff-Davis Press, 1993 (Reference Set of 1) 
ComputerSoftware(onecopy) 
Video Director for Windows, Version 2.0 (3 copies per school) 
Autosketchfor Windows 
Microsoft Publisher 
Unkway Live or Unkway Windows 
Firmware Resources 
VideoBlaster 
SoundBlaster (16DSP, Creative Labs, 1 soundcard 16 bit, DSP, MIDI or better specifications, 
complete with microphones and speakers) 
Control Lab by Lego (1 set) 
Control Lab Building Kit 
Control Lab IBM cable 
Control Lab Interface 
Control Lab IBM Software 
Control Lab Manual 
Recommended Resources 
Communications Systems (student workbook) 
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APPENDIX A 
INTENDED LEARNER OUTCOMES 
INTENDED LEARNER OUTCOMES 
Intended learner outcomes provided with each course objective accommodate for a range of 
possible student activities. The lowest level outcome is designed to elicit basic understanding of 
concepts. The second order outcome should, on average, be considered to be the minimum 
achievement level required of students. The third order outcome is provided to elicit higher order 
thinking responses, for students who need to be challenged, or to provide more depth of treatment. 
Please refer to the Evaluation section of this course description for details on evaluation of 
Intended Learner Outcomes relative to each of the objectives in each unit. Teachers should note 
that it is not necessary for students to successfully achieve all the outcomes for each objective. In 
many cases higher order outcomes have the lower order ones embedded. In all cases, they can be 
considered as alternates, but with different levels of difficulty. 
Unit 1 
1. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the historical development of communications 
systems. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ develop a detailed historical profile of a communications technology 
Medium order 
+ compare the historical development of two or more communications devices 
High order 
+ · develop and deliver a presentation historically comparing two or more communications 
technologies 
2. Students will exhibit knowledge of the impact of communication technology on society. They 
will be able to: 
Low order 
+ list five examples of communications technologies and outline the impact of each 
Medium order 
+ Identify local examples of these technologies and discuss the outcomes and impact 
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High order 
+ Discuss a range of solutions to communications problems that may exist locally 
Unit2 
3. Students will use modern imaging, storage, and transmission devices. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ Scan, save, load, transmit messages/images. 
Medium order 
+ given a scenario related to image capture and transmission, identify the most appropriate 
technology to solve the problem. 
High order 
+ Deironstrate a range of imaging, storage, and transmission technologies to others in the 
class. 
4. Students will analyze visual messages to determine the appropriateness of their design 
elements to the effectiveness of the message. They will be able to: 
5 . 
Low order 
+ given an example, identify design elements and state the message 
Medium order 
+ given a message, redesign the elements to present the inf onnation in a more effective 
manner. 
High order 
+ given a message, design a graphic presentation to effectively communicate the message 
Students will apply communication design elements and principles to 3 dimensional graphic 
products. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ given a graphics program (software), select from predesigned graphic elements and 
present a message. 
Medium order 
+ given an object and a message, create a graphic design that effectively communicates on 
all surfaces of the object. 
A2 
High order 
+ Given a product, create a graphic design (to cover its surfaces) that advertises the product 
effectively without stating its name and with a minimum of text elements. 
6. · Students will apply technical illustration techniques. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ List and describe a variety of technical illustration techniques. 
Medium order 
+ Choose and demonstrate an illustration technique. 
High order 
+ Develop a technical illustration of a product/object 
Unit3 
7. Students will exhibit knowledge of recent developments in video communication. They will 
be able to: 
Low order 
+ List developments/technologies related to video prqduction and dissemination. 
Medium order 
+ Demonstrate the use of a recent development in video technology. 
High order 
+ Compare/contrast two or more recent developments in video technology 
8. Students will create video presentations using digital and/or analog video techniques. They 
will be able to: 
Low order 
+ Video a live event and petfonn basic editing. 
Medium order 
+ Given a scenario/theme create a production from storyboard to finished video. 
High order 
+ Produce a broadcast for the community channel 
A3 
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Unit 4 
9. Students will become knowledgeable about the nature and use of interactive multimedia 
technologies. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ List/describe recent multimedia technologies. 
Medium order 
+ Explain the operation of the key features of two recent multimedia technologies. 
High order 
+ Demonstrate the use of one recent multimedia technology. 
10. Students will create a multimedia production. They will be able to: 
Unit 5 
Low order 
+ Given an existing multimedia production, modify it by adding additional components or 
by altering existing components. 
Medium order 
+ Given a scenario/theme storyboard, develop and produce a multimedia presentation. 
High order 
+ Develop and produce a multimedia presentation involving audio, video or CD-ROM 
devices which are external to the control technology. 
11. Students will demonstrate knowledge of the role of communications systems in process 
automation. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ Identify the purposes and uses for communication technology in the control of physical 
processes. 
Medium order 
+ Develop a linear algorithm (flowchart) for an open system to control a simple task. 
High order 
+ Develop an algorithm for a closed system to perform a more complex task 
A4 
12. Students will design a communications system for automated production. They will be able 
to: 
Unit6 
Low order 
+ Given a design and resources, assemble and test a system that demonstrates 
communications between a computer and an external device. 
Medium order 
+ Given a simple problem, design and test a solution which uses at least one feedback loop. 
High order 
+ Given a complex problem situation, define the problem and design and model a working 
solution using appropriate feedback and control loops. 
13. Students will research major technologies and concepts in transportation communications. 
They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ List/describe recent developments. 
Medium order 
+ Identify the key components/concepts of recent technologies and defend those choices. 
High order 
+ Predict new developments in transportation communications and possible impact 
14. Students will design a transportation communications system as an example of an industrial 
communications process. They will be able to: 
Low order 
+ Given a transportation connnunications scenario, identify the technologies as components 
of an integrated communications system. 
Medium order 
+ Given a transportation scenario, design and model a solution which involves multiple 
communications and control technologies. 
High order 
+ Develop and implement a simulation of an integrated system to solve a transportation 
communications problem. 
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